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Migration 
 Migration is commonplace in the animal kingdom. 



 Every winter, for instance, salmon spawn in the rivers and lakes of

northern Europe, leaving young fry that, after hatching, follow the

course of their river out to sea and into the North Atlantic, where

they grow and mature; three years later, these young salmon return

to breed in the same rivers and lakes where they spawned.



New World monarch butterflies migrate thousands of miles southward

across the entire United States in the autumn. They, or their

descendants, then return north to the same trees in which they pupated

in the spring.



European robins are wintering birds or just passing

through during their long migration between Africa and

Europe. Interestingly, it has been shown that many

migrating robins are faithful to both their summer and

winter territories, which may be many hundreds of

kilometres apart.



Green turtles that hatch on the shores of Ascension Island in the South Atlantic

swim across thousands of miles of ocean before returning, every three years, to

breed on the exact same eggshell-littered beach from which they emerged.



The list goes on: many species of

birds, whales, caribou, spiny lobsters,

frogs, salamanders and even bees are

all capable of undertaking journeys

that would challenge the greatest

human explorers.



How animals manage to find their way around the

globe has been a mystery for centuries.

We now know that they employ a variety of methods:

Use solar navigation during the day and celestial

navigation at night;

Memorize landmarks

Others can even smell their way around the planet.



Quantum Robin

The most mysterious navigational sense of all is the

one possessed by the European robin: the ability to

detect the direction and strength of the earth’s magnetic

field, known as magnetoreception.



She has the ability to sense the earth’s weak magnetic

field and to draw directional information from it by way

of an inbuilt navigational sense, which in her case

requires a novel type of chemical compass.

The Birds' Sixth Sense: How They See Magnetic Fields



The problem is that the earth’s magnetic field is very weak—

between 30 and 70 microtesla at the surface: sufficient to deflect a

finely balanced and almost frictionless compass needle, but only

about a hundredth the force of a typical fridge magnet.

This presents a puzzle: for the earth’s magnetic field to be detected

by an animal it must somehow influence a chemical reaction

somewhere in the animal’s body. But the amount of energy supplied

by the interaction of the earth’s magnetic field with the molecules

within living cells is less than a billionth of the energy needed to

break or make a chemical bond.

How, then, can that magnetic field be 

perceptible to the robin?



The geomagnetic field



We humans need instruments like a technical compass for indicating directions and

a magnetometer for measuring intensity. Many animals from a wide variety of

groups, however, are directly sensitive to the geomagnetic field and can use its

information for navigation.



Birds are by far the best-studied group, particularly
European Robins which was first described in the 1960, and the
respective findings indicate that they have two sensors for
different qualities of the geomagnetic field:

 One based on chemical processes to obtain directional
information from the course of the field lines to use as a
compass

 Second one based on magnetite (a special form of Fe3O2)
to measure magnetic intensity as a component of the
navigational mechanisms indicating the location



The avian magnetic compass

 The functional mode of the avian magnetic compass was also analyzed in

behavioral experiments with migrating birds by exposing the test birds to different

magnetic conditions and observing their responses. Three characteristics became

evident:

The avian magnetic compass works only in a functional window

around the local geomagnetic intensity, with fields more than about 20

to 25% weaker and stronger than the local field leading to

disorientation. In particular, the disorientation in stronger fields was

unexpected and seems unusual for stimuli. European Robins caught

and kept at 47 mT could adjust to fields as low as 4 mT and as high as

150 mT without losing their ability to oriented in the local field of 47

mT.

It requires short-wavelength light. Tests under near-monochromatic

lights revealed that orientation is possible under light from ultraviolet

to about 565 nm green; under yellow and red light, birds are

disoriented

It is an inclination compass, not sensitive

to the polarity of the magnetic field;

instead it senses the axial course of the

field lines and interprets their inclination in

space .It thus does not distinguish

between magnetic North and South, but

between ‘poleward’, where the field lines

run downward, and ‘equatorward’, where

they run upward.



The avian magnetic compass seems to measure directions with an accuracy of about 3° in the vertical 

and at least 5° in the horizontal



Magnetic compass orientation has been shown to be dependent on the wavelength of

the ambient light. While European robins and Australian silvereyes showed good

orientation under blue light (peak at 443 nm) and green light (peak at 565 nm), they

were disoriented under red light (peak at 630 nm).



In the context of a vision based magnetoreception mechanism, these findings

suggest that

light with an energy above a certain threshold is needed for the 

mechanism to work.



Quantum spin and spooky action

 Just as the earth spins on its axis as it orbits the sun, so electrons and

other subatomic particles have a property called spin that is distinct from

their normal motion. But this “quantum spin” is unlike anything that we

can visualize on the basis of our everyday experiences.

Spin can only take on one of two possible values: it is

quantized, just as energy is quantized at the quantum

level. Electrons can only spin in either a clockwise or a

counterclockwise direction, corresponding to what is

usually referred to as spin “up” or spin “down” states.

And because this is the quantum world, an electron can,

when not being watched, spin in both directions at the

same time, We say that their spin state is a

superposition (i.e., combination or mixture) of spin-up

and spin down.



The electron pair is always entangled and almost always in a singlet spin state: that is,

the electrons have opposite spin. However, remarkably, the two electrons can remain

entangled even after the bond between the atoms is broken. The separated atoms,

which are now called free radicals, can drift apart, and it becomes possible for the spin

of one of the electrons to flip over so that the entangled electrons—now on different

atoms—find themselves in a superposition of both singlet and triplet states.



Radical pairs tend to be very unstable, so their electrons will often recombine to form

the products of the chemical reaction. But the precise chemical nature of the products

will then depend on this singlet–triplet balance, with all its sensitivity to magnetic fields.

In this state, the reaction is so delicately poised that even a weak magnetic field—taking

the place of the fly—of less than 100 microtesla, such as the earth’s, is sufficient to

influence the way that the singlet/triplet state coin toss falls to generate the products of the

chemical reaction



German scientist called Klaus Schulten became interested in how electrons were

transferred in chemical reactions involving free radicals.

Without a spin-

canceling twin, the

lone electrons in free

radicals have a net

spin that gives them a

magnetic property:

their spin can be

aligned with a

magnetic field.

Schulten was a strong proponent of the use of

simulations as a "computational microscope",

to augment experimental research, and to

lead to discoveries that could not be made

through experiments so far. The molecular

dynamics and structure analysis programs

NAMD and VMD, born and continuously

developed in his group, are used today by

many thousands of researchers across the

world.



Schulten proposed that pairs of free radicals generated by a process

known as a fast triplet reaction could have their corresponding electrons

“quantum entangled.” such a delicate quantum state of the two

separated electrons is highly sensitive to the direction of any external

magnetic field.



Once the radical pair is generated in a spin-

correlated state, its singlet and triplet states will be

interconverted by the hyperfine interaction given

that

1) Exchange or dipolar couplings between the

electrons are weak compared to the hyperfine

couplings.

2) The recombination reactions are slow enough to

allow significant singlet-triplet conversion to take

place.

This singlet-triplet interconversion, representing the

second step in the radical-pair reaction scheme, can

be influenced by a magnetic field

Hyperfine couplings play a central role in

electron paramagnetic resonance. They arise

from the magnetic interaction of unpaired

electrons with nuclear spins.



But in 1998 Schulten read that an enigmatic light receptor, called

cryptochrome, had been found in animal eyes. This immediately set his

scientific alarm bell ringing, because cryptochrome was known to be a

protein that could potentially generate radical pairs.



A talented PhD student named Thorsten Ritz had recently joined

Schulten’s group. As an undergraduate at the University of

Frankfurt, Ritz had heard Schulten give a talk on the avian

compass and was hooked. When the opportunity arose, he

jumped at the chance of doing a PhD in Schulten’s lab, working

initially on photosynthesis. When the cryptochrome story broke

he shifted to working on magnetoreception, and in 2000 he

wrote a broke he shifted to working on magnetoreception, and in

2000 he wrote a paper with Schulten entitled “A model for

photoreceptor-based magnetoreception in birds,” describing

how cryptochrome could provide the avian eye with a quantum

compass.



These properties of the avian magnetic compass caused Ritz and colleagues to propose the

radical pair model: upon absorption of a photon, radical pairs are formed, either as singlets

with antiparallel spin or as triplets with parallel spin. The ratio between the two states

depends on the orientation of the radical pair in the magnetic field and can thus mediate

magnetic directions.



The eye was suggested as the site

of the receptive processes,

because here light is available

and, because of its more or less

round form, receptors, aligned

perpendicularly to its surface in

ordered arrays, are covering all

spatial directions. This would

lead to a characteristic activation

pattern on the retina that is

centrally symmetric to the vector

of the magnetic field; it can be

spatially interpreted and thus

indicate magnetic directions.



As a receptor molecule, suggested cryptochrome, a flavoprotein, because  this 

is the only protein known in animals where absorption  of photons leads to the 

formation of radical pairs. 



Cryptochrome is a signaling protein found in a wide variety of plants and

animals, and is highly homologous to DNA photolyase.In the eyes of birds,

five types of cryptochromes have been found :

 Cryptochrome 1a (Cry1a)

 Cryptochrome 1b (Cry1b)

 Cryptochrome 2 (Cry2)

 Cryptochrome 4a (Cry4a)

 Cryptochrome 4b (Cry4b)



Both photolyase and

cryptochrome internally

bind the chromophore

flavin adenine

dinucleotide (FAD). In

photolyase, the protein is

brought to its active state

via a light-induced

photoreduction pathway

involving a chain of three

tryptophans. Studies

suggest that cryptochrome

also is activated by a

similar photoreduction

pathway.

The first step in their scheme (Ritz et al.) is the absorption of a photon

of blue light by the light-sensitive pigment molecule, FAD, that sits

within the cryptochrome protein. The energy of this photon is used to

eject an electron from one of the atoms within the FAD molecule,

leaving behind an electron vacancy.



This can be filled by another electron donated from an entangled pair of electrons in an amino acid

called tryptophan within the cryptochrome protein.

Crucially, however, the donated electron can remain entangled with its partner. The pair of entangled

electrons can then form a superposition of singlet/triplet states, which is the chemical system that Klaus

Schulten found to be so exquisitely sensitive to a magnetic field.

Once again, the delicate balance between the singlet/triplet states is highly sensitive to the strength and

angle of the earth’s magnetic field, so that the direction in which the bird flies makes a difference to the

composition of the final chemical products that are generated by the chemical reaction.

Somehow, in a mechanism that isn’t at all clear even now, this generates a signal that is sent to the bird’s

brain to tell it where the nearest magnetic pole lies.



Photoreduction pathway in cryptochrome:
Three tryptophans conserved from photolyase, numbered

Trp324, Trp377 and Trp400 are involved. Before light

activation of cryptochrome, the flavin cofactor is present in

its fully oxidized FAD state. FAD absorbs blue light

photons, being promoted thereby to an excited state, FAD*.

FAD* is then protonated, likely from a nearby aspartic acid,

producing FADH+. Once the electronically excited flavin is

in the FADH+ state, light-induced electron transfer is

initiated. An electron first jumps from the nearby Trp400

into the hole left by the excited electron in FADH+, forming

FADH + Trp400+. An electron then jumps from Trp377 to

Trp400, forming FADH + Trp377+, and subsequently from

Trp324 to Trp377, forming FADH + Trp324+. Finally

Trp324+ becomes deprotonated to Trp324dep, i.e., forming

FADH + Trp324dep, fixing the electron on the FADH

cofactor. The protein cryptochrome is thought to be in its

active (signaling) state when the flavin is in this FADH

form. An external magnetic field can interact with each of

the three radical pair states (FADH + Trp400+, FADH +

Trp377+, FADH + Trp324+) formed during the

photoreduction process.



We have no idea what this magnetic “seeing” looks like

to birds, but since cryptochrome is an eye pigment that

is potentially doing a similar job to the opsin and

rhodopsin pigments that provide color vision, perhaps

the birds’ view of the sky is imbued with an extra color

invisible to the rest of us (just as some insects can see

ultraviolet light) that maps onto the earth’s magnetic

field.



But does the process definitely rely on quantum mechanics in 

order to work? 

A conventional compass may be

disrupted by magnetic fields

oscillating at low frequencies but not

at high frequencies.

In contrast to a conventional magnetite compass, a radical pair

compass will be disrupted by magnetic fields that oscillate at very

high frequencies.



European robins tested on the campus of the University of

Oldenburg, in Germany, were unable to orient magnetically unless

shielded from the background electromagnetic noise



Why the robin’s compass should be so

hypersensitive to oscillating magnetic fields, and

how free radicals can remain entangled for long

enough to make a biological difference?

In 2011, a paper from Vlatko Vedral’s

laboratory in Oxford presented quantum

theoretical calculations of the proposed

radical pair compass and demonstrated

that superposition and entanglement

should be sustained for at least tens of

microseconds, greatly exceeding the

durations achieved in many comparable

manmade molecular systems; and

potentially long enough to tell a robin

which way it needs to fly.

E. M. Gauger, E. Rieper, J. J. Morton, S. C. Benjamin

and V. Vedral, “Sustained quantum coherence and

entanglement in the avian compass,” Physical Review

Letters, vol. 106: 4 (2011), 040503.



OUTLOOK

More than 50 years after the discovery of the avian magnetic compass, we

finally have a concrete idea about the primary mechanism leading to the

detection of directions by the magnetic field in birds: a radical pair process,

with cryptochrome playing a crucial role in this process. Yet there are still

several conflicting findings that have to be resolved, and a number of open

questions that have to be answered.



How the information obtained by the radical pair is transformed into a

biological signal. Cryptochrome is found in the outer segments of cones,

i.e., in a cell type that is also important for color vision. Is the visual

information from the opsin and information on magnetic directions from

cryptochrome transmitted separately or together?



Thank you for your attention 


